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1.0

INTRODUCTION

South Dixon Solar, LLC (South Dixon Solar or Applicant), a wholly owned subsidiary of Duke Energy
Renewables Solar, LLC, hereby submits this application for a Special Use Permit (Application) for the South
Dixon Solar Project, a proposed 500-megawatt (MW) ground-mounted solar energy system (SES) to be
constructed in South Dixon Township in Lee County (Project).
The Project, which could start as early as 2022, would supply sufficient clean, sustainable electricity to
power the equivalent of 100,000 homes in the region. When completed, the Project is expected to
generate approximately $43,000,000 in taxes paid over 35 years to Lee County, Dixon Public School
District 170, Amboy Community Unit School District 272 and other taxing jurisdictions within its footprint.
If approved, the Project would supply pollution-free electricity to homeowners and businesses in Lee
County and the surrounding area as well as provide a significant economic benefit to the county in annual
tax revenues, local jobs, and local spending.
The Project would be sited over approximately 3,838 acres of leased property in an area generally
bounded between Interstate-88 to the north-northwest, U.S. Route 52 to the east, and U.S. Route 30 to
the south. The Project has partnered with 25 landowners who own 50 parcels which would host the
Project’s infrastructure. Landcover onsite can generally be characterized as predominately cultivated
agricultural fields with fragmented linear patches of riparian woodland, pastureland, and rural residential
development. Roads within and abutting the project area consist of county, township, state, and toll
roads.
South Dixon Solar would develop, construct, and operate the Project. If approved, the Project would
deliver power to the Illinois electrical grid through a proposed 345 kilovolt (kV) project-owned substation
and a 345kV utility-owned interconnection switching station. The Point of Interconnection (POI) would be
located approximately 0.5 miles east of Illinois Highway 26 and a quarter mile north of Renner Quarry.
The Applicant has filed the PJM Queue Position AF1-280, “Nelson-Lee County” Feasibility Study Report
and System Impact Study Agreement. The results of this filing establish a 2023 transmission date based
upon the PJM’s assumptions for load growth and new generation addons.
The Application meets all applicable standards in Lee County’s solar siting ordinance, which requires an
applicant for an SES to obtain a Special Use Permit (SUP) prior to commencing construction of a solar
energy project. South Dixon Solar has continued to work with the Lee County representatives to ensure
the Project meets the requirements of Lee County Solar Ordinance (Ordinance) and submits this
application in order to obtain a SUP from the Lee County Board for the South Dixon Solar Project pursuant
to the provisions of Section 10-15-20 of the Ordinance for an SES. A copy of the signed Petition for Special
Use and supporting Exhibit are included in Appendix A.
Portions of the Project are within 1.5-miles of the municipal boundaries of the City of Dixon. As part of
the SUP application process, the notification and request for a resolution of support from the City of Dixon
is presented by the Applicant. The Applicant appeared before the Mayor, City Manager, and other city
personnel in October 2020 to introduce the Project. The Applicant anticipates receiving a resolution of
support from the city at the time of the Zoning Board of Appeals’ public hearing for the Project.
Construction of the Project is scheduled to commence in the 1st quarter of 2022. The Project is estimated
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to provide up to 450 jobs during the peak of the 18 to 24-month construction phase and five (5) to ten
(10) permanent, full-time jobs during the operational phase.
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2.0

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

2.1 General Site Description
The Project footprint covers primarily large parcels of agricultural land comprised of row crops, spanning
over 3,800 acres, with scattered rural residences, and a network of private driveways, agricultural access
roads, county and state highways, township roads, and a toll road. Threemile Branch and several of its
tributaries flow through the northern portion of the footprint, and Fivemile Branch and several of its
tributaries flow through the southern portion (Figure 1).
County Highway 22 (Eldena Road) is located along the Project’s eastern boundary, situated in a northwestsoutheast orientation, and Illinois State Route 26 crosses the central-eastern portion, in a primarily northsouth orientation. County Highway 11 (Pump Factory Road) intersects the western portion of the Project,
and County Highway 31 is located along a portion of the Project’s southern boundary, running east from
Illinois State Route 26. There are no railways within the Project footprint. Two (2) existing electric
transmission lines, a ComEd 345-kV and 138-kV transmission line, cross the eastern portion of the Project.
Three (3) natural gas pipelines cross portions of the Project; two (2) of these pipelines follow the same
easements as the aforementioned electric transmission lines, and another natural gas pipeline crosses the
southwestern corner of the Project in a northwest-southeast orientation (Figure 2).
Adjacent properties consist primarily of agricultural land in row crop production, as well as residential
lots, a combination of agricultural and residential, or vacant lots. A cemetery, Emmanuel Cemetery, is
located on the east side of Pump Factory Road near the western portion of the Project. The Emmanuel
Cemetery is outside of the leased boundary and no disturbance is expected since SES infrastructure is
proposed more than 100-feet from the cemetery property boundary. A cellular communication tower is
located on the south side of Lievan Road, just east of its intersection with Pump Factory Road, near the
western portion of the Project and outside of the leased area boundary. Some industrial and commercial
parcels within the Dixon city limits, including a truck repair and truck rental business as well as a Tyson
facility, are located adjacent to the Project’s northern boundary. Additionally, a quarry owned by Renner
Quarries Ltd. is located near the center of the Project on the west side of Illinois State Highway 26 and the
north side of Renner Road. This quarry is not included within the Project footprint.

2.2 Community Economic Impact
The proposed 500-MW solar facility, with a capital investment of approximately $450 million, would
provide a substantial tax benefit to the community, with a long-term boost in revenue via property taxes
for the county, township, schools, and any other local districts. The Project would span both Dixon and
Amboy School Districts. The exact amount of tax revenue cannot be precisely determined, but the Project
is expected to generate approximately $43,000,000 in taxes paid over 35 years to Lee County, Dixon Public
School District 170, Amboy Community Unit School District 272 and other taxing jurisdictions within its
footprint. An estimated breakdown of taxes payable to each applicable taxing district over 35 years is
provided below.
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Facility construction would require a large number of workers, which would provide additional economic
stimulus by also supporting local businesses such as hotels, restaurants, gas stations, hardware stores and
equipment rental companies. A solar facility does not require a large work force throughout its operation,
but the facility would provide opportunities for good paying, full-time employment. Additionally, South
Dixon Solar would hope to engage qualified local services in vegetation management and other
maintenance activities.
The construction of a solar project is like most construction projects in that the demand for labor peaks
somewhat in the middle of the project and the demands for different trades varies throughout the
construction process. The active construction period for a project of this size is typically 18-24 months.
At the peak, the project could have as many as 450 individuals working on the project. The management
of the project is typically staffed from full-time employees of the Engineering Procurement & Construction
Contractor, with a good percentage of the remaining labor being comprised of regional or local hired labor
and subcontractors (depending on availability and qualifications). Examples of local labor we have seen
on previous projects, include fencing installation, sitework, landscaping and other general construction
activities.
The initial construction starts with civil work such as grading and clearing the site, quickly moving into
post-installation used to support the racking system (supports for the modules). The peak labor need
occurs when there is an overlap of activities on the site. There would be posts being driven, racking being
installed, modules being placed, inverters being placed, wiring being installed, fence being installed, etc.
The Project would have a variety of labor needs, such as laborers, operators, and electricians.
Post-construction, a project of this size is typically manned by full-time on-site operational & maintenance
(O&M) staff plus traveling technicians to support larger O&M efforts. Depending on the ultimate size of
the Project, we expect 5-10 individuals would support the operations of the facility. In addition, the solar
facility would be monitored remotely 24/7/365. Duties of the O&M team would include maintenance and
operational testing. Ongoing local services are normally required to meet the long-term O&M needs of
the solar facilities (depending on availability and qualifications). Often, a local workforce is utilized for
vegetation management and other O&M services if qualifications are met.

2.3 Project Participant Information
A total of 25 landowners (Participating Landowners), representing 50 parcels, have signed agreements to
participate in the Project (Appendix A – Exhibit A). The names of the Participating Landowners and
information about the Project’s parcels are listed in Table 1 below. The Participating Landowners have
signed a lease and easement agreement to host Project infrastructure. These agreements specify that the
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participating owners approve of Project-related development, operations, and maintenance on their
property. The lease and easement agreements provide for the following term periods: five (5) years of
development, up to two (2) years for construction, 35 years of operation, up to 18 months of
reconstruction (optional), and an optional extension of 35 years of operation. All supporting site control
documentation for Participating Landowners and their parcels is being provided concurrent to this
Application that is represented in 21 distinct lease and easement agreements.
Table 1: South Dixon Solar Participating Landowners
Ref # Parcel No.
Acreage
Owner Name
1

180815300001

59.41

Cayler Kay Fulfs

2

180815300006

4.30

Cayler Kay Fulfs

3

180815300007

78.33

Wolf Trust Loren W

4

180815400002

40.00

Josephsen Living Trust Blanche L/Charles David Josephsen

5

180815400003

22.07

Josephsen Living Trust Blanche L/Charles David Josephsen

6

180816400005

12.40

Cayler Kay Fulfs

7

180816400009

105.05

Cayler Kay Fulfs

8

180816400012

1.90

Cayler Kay Fulfs

9

180817300002

66.13

Remmers Farm LLC co-owned Wade A Fox Mary F Fox Trust

10

180819200002

20.00

Remmers Farm LLC

11

180819200003

50.00

Remmers Farm LLC

12

180819200004

30.00

Nichols Myra Alice et al.

13

180819400002

80.00

Nichols Myra Alice et al.

14

180820100015

47.23

Hermes Trust Michael E

15

180820300004

323.61

Cibulskis Revocable Living Trust Carol

16

180820400006

80.06

Humphrey Richard A

17

180821100002

158.15

Jann Family Farms LLC Series 1 co-owned James P Hermes

18

180821200002

1.61

Cayler Kay Fulfs

19

180821200003

2.75

Fulfs Jon C et al.

20

180821200004

27.60

Jann Family Farms LLC Series 1 co-owned James P Hermes

21

180821200006

78.35

Jann Family Farms LLC Series 1 co-owned James P Hermes

22

180821400010

161.85

Hummel Family Farms LLC

23

180822100003

224.62

Hermes Trust Number 1 Daniel J
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Ref #

Parcel No.

Acreage

Owner Name

24

180822200003

43.70

Josephsen Living Trust Blanche L/Charles David Josephsen

25

180822200013

45.25

Josephsen Charles D Living Trust

26

180822200014

68.70

Wolf Trust Loren W

27

180822300005

196.50

Hummel Family Farms LLC

28

180822400003

80.00

Sullivan Mary

29

180823100002

13.55

Loren W Wolf Trust

30

180823300005

73.25

Sullivan Mary

31

180823300006

6.35

Sullivan Mary

32

180826100005

66.11

Sullivan Mary

33

180826100012

84.75

Pratt Michael R & Susan K

34

180826300001

83.75

Donald M Book Trust

35

180826300003

86.08

Donald M Book Trust

36

180827100005

133.55

Collins Trust Richard D & Catherine A

37

180827200002

40.00

Sullivan Mary

38

180827200004

129.29

Pratt Michael R & Susan K

39

180827400001

105.00

Nicholoff Jason

40

180827400002

55.00

Donald M Book Trust

41

180828100002

396.35

Schielein Irrev Trust Donald L

42

180828200005

28.62

Hermes Trust Michael E

43

180828300001

80.00

Nichols Henry W

44

180828300002

80.00

Nichols Henry W

45

180828400004

153.52

Svf LLC

46

180829100001

80.00

Nichols Myra Alice et al.

47

180829200006

75.96

Schielein Irrev Trust Donald L

48

180830200002

158.85

Goodbar Revocable Trust James R

49

180830400004

158.64

Book Michael & Aaron

50

180833100001

160.00

Nichols Henry W
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2.4 Environmental and Cultural Considerations
South Dixon Solar has commissioned multiple environmental site studies as part of Project feasibility,
planning, and design processes. These environmental studies evaluated existing resources that could
potentially generate a Project constraint. Environmental constraints are defined as an existing condition
or resource that might affect development feasibility of the Site as a solar energy facility, or that could
introduce limitations or engineering challenges as well as result in an adverse effect to sensitive, critical,
or protected natural resources. As part of the environmental screening process, the Applicant submitted
an Ecological Compliance Assessment Tool (EcoCat) request to the Illinois Department of Natural
Resources (IDNR) in October 2020 (see Section 3.1; Appendix Q) as well as a request for a Natural Resource
Information (NRI) screening with a Land Evaluation Site Assessment (LESA) score performed by the Lee
County Soil and Water Conservation District (Section 4.9; Appendix V).
In April 2020, a preliminary cultural resource investigation of the Site (preliminary cultural resource
investigation) found evidence of historic sites that were recommended for additional testing. A formal
Phase I archaeological survey is expected to be completed at these locations prior to any land disturbing
activities to determine if any qualify for listing, protection, or mitigative activities. Potential cultural and
historic sites found to not be eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) would be
confirmed by the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO).

2.5 Project Design, Engineering and Facilities
The proposed 500-MW SES is set within a primarily agricultural setting composed of fields and
interspersed with isolated wooded areas with mildly sloping to flat terrain. The 50 Participating
Landowner parcels are zoned as AG1. The Project would be a utility-scale, ground-mounted solar farm
consisting primarily of solar photovoltaic (PV) panels. Project solar PV panels would be mounted to singleaxis trackers that would be mechanically connected in rows and distributed throughout the Site as panel
array blocks. Other Project-related equipment would include direct current (DC) to alternating current
(AC) inverters that would be distributed throughout the Site, underground or aboveground electrical
conduits connecting PV array blocks with inverters, three (3) transformers located at the proposed South
Dixon substation, and an interconnection to a new operated switching station, owned and operated by
Commonwealth Edison Co (ComEd), and an existing 345 kV transmission line.
Site access would be provided via 28 separate points of entrance as part of the construction and
operations plans for the Project (Appendix E). Construction access points would be stabilized with
aggregate rock. Security fencing would enclose the entire SES facility consisting of 6-foot tall chain link
fencing attached to which would be warning signage. Entrance points would be secured with a metal gate
and posted signage indicating facility name, address, and contact information. Internal access roads would
be used to provide access to all SES equipment and would be covered in rock aggregate material.
A variety of factors were implemented in site selection, including land use, landowner interest, suitability
of electric interconnection, and minimal environmental impacts at the proposed location. South Dixon
Solar has provided a site plan of existing conditions onsite as well as a plan for proposed conditions for
the solar facility (Appendix D). The proposed preliminary site plan provides the general footprint and
project area, as well as the layout of facilities.
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The Project’s facilities would include:
•

•

•

•
•

Solar modules (or “panels”) and racking. The Project intends to make use of Trina bifacial dual
glass 144 cell multi busbar modules mounted to a NX Horizon single-axis tracking system
(Appendix M). The PV panels are built with heat strengthened glass, measuring 6 ¾’ long by 3 1/3’
wide, and 1 ¼” thick. The panels would be installed on a racking system that utilizes galvanized
and stainless-steel foundations and framing. Foundations for the racking system would utilize
driven piers, not requiring concrete. PV panels are built within an anodized aluminum frame,
monocrystalline cells, and a PolyOlefin Elastomer (POE) based encapsulant solar film. The Trina
solar modules are certified to the best fire safety classification, Class A. The solar modules would
utilize bifacial technology allowing for the capture of solar radiation from the back side of the
panels.
The Project intends to use the Sungrow SG3150U PV inverters as part of the SES (Appendix M).
Inverters are used to convert electricity from the direct current (DC) output provided by the panels
to alternating current (AC) required for delivery to the overall electrical transmission grid.
According to the Site Plans, approximately 200 inverters are distributed throughout the Site.
Cabling would either be run in underground conduit, buried approximately 60 to 72 inches below
the surface, or run through aboveground conduit, depending on Site conditions. Electrical conduit
would deliver DC power from the panels to the inverters. Inverters would route AC power to three
(3) onsite Generator Step-up Unit (GSU) transformers located at the South Dixon substation. The
transformers would increase the voltage from the SES to match the interconnection transmission
line.
Fencing and landscaping. The National Electric Code (NEC) dictates the facility be fenced around
all boundaries. The Project would follow standard NEC specifications, which requires fences of six
(6) feet in height with one (1) foot of barbed wire located atop.
Access roads. Corridors for construction and maintenance vehicles would be designed from gated
entrances to inverters and points of electrical interconnection.
Operations and Maintenance (O&M) building. A structure to provide space for equipment,
employees, and necessary coordination would be located onsite. The O&M building would be
approximately the size of a standard single wide trailer and would have a septic system, water
tank, and power line.

2.6 Interconnection Facilities
The POI is the location at which the Project would “plug in” to the existing electrical transmission grid.
There would be a 345kV Project-owned substation and a 345kV utility-owned (ComEd) interconnection
switching station. The Project substation would collect the feeders from the inverters, step up the voltage
from 34.5kV to 345kV with several main power transformers, and convey the energy to the utility-owned
switching station which would inject the power into the Nelson-Lee County 345kV Transmission Line. The
POI would be located about a half a mile east of HWY 26 and a quarter mile north of Renner Quarry.

2.7 Construction
If the permit is approved for the Project, construction is scheduled to commence in the 1st quarter of
2022. Project construction would require approximately 450 construction jobs during peak periods.
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Project construction activities would include the following: vegetation removal; grading of the facility
grounds; implementing erosion and sediment controls; constructing access improvements, if necessary;
and creating a staging and laydown area. Pursuant to the requirements of the Agricultural Impact
Mitigation Agreement (AIMA) that the Project has signed with the Illinois Department of Agriculture
(Appendix U), graded areas would have topsoil and organic matter stripped and separated from subsoil,
and temporary and permanent stabilization measures would be implemented for topsoil in accordance
with a stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP) created for the Project.
Prior to the beginning of construction, the Project would permit a SWPPP as well as a sediment and
erosion control plan that would be submitted for review and approval. These permitted plans would be
utilized to guide Site development activities for controlling sediment and erosion pollution and
maintaining a stabilized Site during construction. Temporary sediment and erosion control measures
would be installed prior to any construction activities. Natural vegetation would be utilized to stabilize
disturbed areas of the Site during construction, which would be inspected and maintained as part of the
permitting requirements.
Temporary stabilized construction entrances would be installed at the Site access points to provide a
stable entrance for construction traffic. During construction, both equipment vehicles and
contractor/subcontractor labor vehicles would travel to, within, and from the SES facility. Typical
equipment used in construction of a solar facility includes scrapers, bulldozers, dump trucks, watering
trucks, graders, compactors, pile drivers, and backhoes. Construction activity should be relatively
consistent during construction season, weather permitting, with tapering activity levels during the
beginning and ending phases of construction and testing.
Following Site preparation, if the permit is approved, the SES equipment would be delivered onsite and
staged at the various installation areas. Deliveries would include piles, racking, modules, inverters,
electrical, and switchyard equipment. Deliveries for up to three (3) GSU transformers are anticipated via
lowboy trailer or self-propelled transporter due to the weight of approximately 270,000 pounds. No
overweight permits are anticipated to be necessary. The solar arrays, inverters, collection and distribution
systems would be installed alongside access roads, typically in blocks. During trench excavation, topsoil
and subsoil would be removed separately and backfilled appropriately after underground cables are
installed, in accordance with the AIMA.
Upon completion of the construction term, all construction equipment would be removed from the SES
facility. Temporarily stabilized surfaces would be planted with permanent ground cover seed mixes
(Appendix L). The SES would undergo final testing and commissioning with ComED and PJM. The Project
is predicted to initiate electrical transmission with a commercial operation date (COD) of 2023.

2.8 Health and Safety
Project utilized solar PV modules consist of silicone, aluminum, polymers, and copper materials. These
materials are inert and do not constitute a hazardous material or hazardous waste. There would be no
liquid material in the solar PV modules that would pose a leak or contaminant threat. During operation,
the SES facility would adhere to an Emergency Action Plan (EAP) (Appendix P), which includes safety
guidelines and planning for fire protection. The EAP is applicable to all work areas, storage areas, and
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covered buildings/structures/receptacles as part of the SES facility. Requirements and guidelines within
the EAP shall apply during normal working hours, after hours, weekends, and during holidays.
•

As a minimum standard, the SES facility would follow all applicable requirements in the National
Electric Code (NEC) 690.

•

Any hot work would be performed with a hot work permit and within the requirements of
OPS.EHS.015 Hot Work Procedure.

•

Any work involving energized equipment or de-energizing equipment would be done within the
requirements of OPS.EHS.009 Electrical Safety Program and OPS.ESH.010 Lockout Tagout
Procedure.

•

Installation of modules and all connections would be performed by skilled personnel. The
individuals would be required to be properly licensed according to the local electrical codes,
qualified and trained in the techniques for making terminations, connections, and supporting of
wiring to prevent arcing.

•

All crews would be equipped with at least a 2.5lb ABC rate fire extinguishers which would be
inspected monthly.

•

Fire extinguishers shall be inspected at the start of the project and not less than once per month
thereafter.

•

Vegetation within the fence shall be maintained as required by the vegetation management plan
and as required by the building permits.

•

Gravel roads would be maintained throughout the site and would act as a fire break to reduce the
probability of a fire spreading of a fire outside the facility.

•

The substation would have gravel around the perimeter at least 15 feet to act as a fire break.

•

South Dixon would meet with local fire districts to review and modify this EAP. South Dixon would
work to educate emergency personnel on aspects of facility.

•

The following table enumerates the minimum fire protection necessary per item and activity.
These minimum standards are required for every Subcontractor working on the project.
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To ensure the health and safety of workers and the environment, following the operation term and during
the decommissioning process, Project components would be removed from the Site and recycled or
disposed of at an appropriately licensed disposal facility. Below ground portions of the PV module
supports shall be removed entirely where practical, but to a depth of 6 feet at a minimum. Those supports
that are more firmly anchored (e.g. such as embedded in bedrock) may be cut off at least 6 feet below
ground or to the depth of bedrock, and the remaining support left in place. This depth would avoid impact
of underground equipment on future farming or other construction activities. The demolition debris and
removed equipment may be cut or dismantled into pieces that can be safely lifted or carried with the
onsite equipment being used. The debris and equipment would be processed for transportation and
delivered to an appropriately licensed disposal facility or recycling center. No hazardous materials or
waste would be used during operation of the solar facility, and disposal of hazardous material or waste
would not be required during decommission.

2.9 Aesthetics
The Project SES facility would not exceed the Ordinance mandated height restriction of 30 feet. Project
SES facilities would adhere at a minimum to the Ordinance setback distances of 50 feet from participating
landowner residences, 300 feet from residences that are not zoned AG1, and maintain a 200-foot setback
from inverters and transformers to all residences. Additionally, the Project has incorporated a more
protective lease requirement that ensures wider setbacks from non-participating landowner residences
which has been designed into the Site Plans. Per the lease requirements, the Project would maintain a
500-foot setback from any inverter to the nearest structural portion of any occupied residence located on
land owned by a non-participating landowner, and a 1,000-foot setback to the exterior fence for any
Project substation or utility switching station from the nearest structural portion of any occupied
residence located on land owned by a non-participating landowner.
Additionally, the Project has been designed to provide adequate vegetated buffer screening of the SES
facility from adjacent residences and roadways. The Site Plans have incorporated substantive vegetation
screening buffers along field-verified locations to ensure existing vegetated screening has been adopted
into the Site Plans and proposed planted vegetated buffers shall be used to compensate where existing
buffers are missing. The proposed planted vegetative buffers, which includes planted and existing buffers,
would be in compliance with the county code. Proposed planted vegetated buffers shall reach a minimum
of eight (8) feet wide and include two (2) staggered rows of dense evergreen (native) trees or shrubs. The
species and size of planting would be selected so that they reach eight (8) feet in height within three (3)
years of planting.
Because solar panels are designed to maximize absorption of sunlight, overall reflectivity is low.
Construction of panels using dark and light-absorbing materials would be utilized, and concentrated
reflections and glare upon nearby properties would not occur at any time of day. Based on the completed
Solar Glare Hazard Report (Appendix N), there is no potential for glare to impact adjoining residences,
roadways, or nearby airports and associated runways.

2.10 Operations and Maintenance
During operations of the Project SES facility, maintenance activities are expected to be minimal. As a
result, Project traffic is also anticipated to be minimal. Inverters and transformers would be occasionally
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serviced by full-time staff or specialists brought onsite, anticipated to occur up to four (4) times a year.
Project solar PV modules are monitored remotely via a data acquisition system (DAS), which would allow
for observing operations and checking on onsite systems. Vegetated ground cover and buffer areas would
require long-term supplemental upkeep. Maintenance site surveys would be completed every other year
for four (4) additional years to review the site for any need for invasive species control. These bi-annual
surveys would be used to assess future maintenance needs.
A structure to provide space for equipment, employees, and necessary coordination would be located
onsite. The building would be approximately the size of a standard single wide trailer and would have a
septic system, water tank, and power line. Storage containers would be kept on the premises consisting
of standard intermodal shipping containers, ranging from 20’ to 40’ long. The containers would be used
to store spare parts for the panels, inverters, transformers, and other solar equipment.
Undesirable invasive plant species, when found in small numbers, would be hand pulled prior to the
growth of seeds and maturity of the plant. Hand removal would include the removal of all aboveground
and belowground stems, roots and flower masses prior to development of seeds. Directed foliar spraying
of herbicide, hand removal, stem injection, and cut-stump techniques as well as spot mowing would be
used (when applicable) to further ensure control of the invasive species. Any herbicide use would be
completed by a licensed applicator to control perennial target species and applied selectively with careful
attention to minimize off-target species damage.
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3.0

FEDERAL AND STATE PERMITS AND APPROVALS

3.1

FEDERAL APPROVALS, PERMITS AND AGREEMENTS

3.1.1 Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
The FAA’s interim policy for Solar Energy System Projects on Federally Obligated Airports requires FAA
screening only for solar projects located on the grounds of an airport. The South Dixon Project is located
more than 1.5-miles from the nearest airport. However, given the proximity of the Project to the final
approach of the Dixon Municipal Airport, the Applicant retained PurePower Engineering to complete a
Glint and Glare Analysis using the Solar Glare Hazard Analysis Tool (SGHAT) to examine potential glare
impacts to the airport. This report is included as Appendix N to this Application. The Glint and Glare
Analysis shows no glare impact on the airport and no glare impact on nearby residences or roads.
Additionally, the FAA Notice Criteria Tool was run on the eight (8) distinct portions of the Site boundary
to determine if an airport, landing strip, or helicopter landing pad in proximity to the Site would require
additional notification and consultation (Appendix O). As a result of these queries, the Site was found to
not be within a notice criteria proximity to FAA licensed facilities.
3.1.2 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
The Project would be designed to avoid infrastructure impacts to USACE jurisdictional waters to the
greatest extent practicable. Results of the preliminary wetland delineation study, conducted in April 2020,
are depicted in the water resource figures (Appendix H). Additional wetland delineation investigations
may be necessary to verify Site waters and wetlands. Once the studies are completed and the extent of
potential impacts are known, the Project would consult with USACE to determine whether a permit is
required. At this time, it is anticipated that no Section 404 permit would be required, and that the Project
would qualify for a potential USACE Nationwide Permit. The USACE determination would be valid for a
period of five (5) years after issuance.
3.1.3 U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS)
The Project would be designed such that no federally listed species would be significantly impacted. Solar
projects in general typically provide little impact on wildlife species. Raptor nest surveys are not
anticipated to be required. To ensure the Project is being designed avoid impact of protected wildlife
species, coordination with USFWS is anticipated to occur prior to land disturbing activities. Forested areas
that were noted in the April 2020 environmental studies as having potential habitat for protected species
have been avoided to the maximum extent practicable in the Site design.
3.2

STATE APPROVALS, PERMITS AND AGREEMENTS

3.2.1 Illinois Department of Resources (IDNR) State Ecological Review
The Applicant consulted with IDNR for potential impacts to state threatened or endangered species. This
consultation is conducted pursuant to IDNR’s EcoCAT process.
The Applicant submitted an EcoCAT review request to IDNR in October 2020. The Applicant received a
formal response from IDNR’s EcoCAT review of the Project area in October 2020, which is included as
Appendix Q of this Application. IDNR concluded “there are no concerns regarding state-listed species,
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nature preserves or natural inventory sites.” In its response letter, IDNR stated that any required
consultation with IDNR is considered closed. In other words, pursuant to 17 Ill. Adm. Code Part 1075, the
IDNR consultation is terminated.
3.2.2 Wetland/Floodplain Evaluation
The onsite studies completed in April 2020 concluded that an IDNR Statewide Permit would not be
required for the Project. If it is determined anticipated impacts may require a permit, the Project would
request and obtain the requisite permits prior to initiating the impacts. As part of the Project layout and
design, a preliminary evaluation for potentially jurisdictional waters and sensitive species’ habitat was
completed in April 2020. As a result, the Site Plans were developed avoiding potentially jurisdictional
waters as well as floodplains designated by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).
3.2.3 Illinois Historic Preservation Review
Under the Illinois State Agency Historic Resources Protection Act, the SHPO division at IDNR is responsible
for studying possible Project effects on archaeological and/or architectural (cultural) resources. Agencies
requiring SHPO evaluation concurrent with their review include the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency, IDNR, and the USACE.
In April 2020, Burns and McDonnell Engineering Company, Inc. completed a preliminary cultural resource
investigation of the Site (preliminary cultural resource investigation). The study found evidence of historic
sites that were recommended for additional testing. A formal Phase I archaeological survey is expected to
be completed at these locations prior to any land disturbing activities to determine if any qualify for listing,
protection, or mitigative activities. Potential cultural and historic sites found to not be eligible for the
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) would be confirmed by the SHPO.
Under the Illinois State Agency Historic Resources Protection Act, the State Historic Preservation Office
(SHPO) division at IDNR is responsible for studying possible Project effects on archaeological and/or
architectural (cultural) resources. Agencies requiring SHPO evaluation concurrent with their review
include the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, IDNR, and the USACE.
In April 2020, Burns and McDonnell Engineering Company, Inc. completed a preliminary cultural resource
investigation of the Site (preliminary cultural resource investigation). The study found evidence of historic
sites that were recommended for additional testing. The Illinois Historic Preservation Agency (IHPA)
Historic Architectural Resources Geographic Information System (HARGIS) website was reviewed during
the study. Portions of the project area are located within a state-determined high probability archaeology
area. Archaeological surveys are limited to state agency permit and license reviews (i.e. state Stormwater
Pollution Plan and permit for construction) for projects in high probability zones (HPZ) for prehistoric
archaeological sites and for locations of previously recorded sites. These HPZs are 500-foot buffers along
major river drainages in the state. Based on previous surveys and excavations, it is known that these areas
have the highest probabilities for containing archaeological sites.
Should there be a federal nexus, such as a USACE permit for impacts to jurisdictional waters, or other
nexus determined, the Project would consult with the appropriate agency at that time. Additional onsite
studies and consultation may be required at the locations of proposed impacts.
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3.2.4 Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA)
The IEPA Bureau of Water is responsible for overseeing the issuance of permits within the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program that regulates construction stormwater
discharges. Permits require a SWPPP, which is a site-specific document that outlines the measures a
project would take to reduce pollutants in stormwater discharges from a construction site. Stormwater
controls would reduce silt transport and sedimentation during precipitation events.
The Applicant would file a Notice of Intent (NOI) for a General Permit to Discharge Storm Water
Construction Site Activities prior to construction of the Project. A copy of any permits would be forwarded
to Lee County.
3.2.5 Illinois Department of Agriculture (IDOA)
The Illinois Renewable Energy Facilities Agricultural Impact Mitigation Act (505 ILCS 147/1 et seq.) requires
the owner of a commercial solar energy facility to have an AIMA in place within 45 days prior to the
commencement of project construction. The intent of the AIMA is to preserve and/or restore the integrity
of affected agricultural land during construction and decommissioning activities. The Project would
provide Lee County with a fully executed AIMA that qualifies under the Act during the building permit
application process.
3.2.6 Illinois Pollution Control Board (IPCB)
The Project would be constructed and operated in compliance with the IPCB’s noise emission standards.
Very few components of a solar project emit noise, and since solar projects only operate during daytime
hours, when the sun is shining, solar projects do not produce noise after sunset. The Project’s inverters
would produce a mild humming sound when operational, but this sound is similar to ambient daytime
noises in agricultural areas, and in most cases, it cannot be heard above normal activities, including
farming activities, and ambient sounds. In addition, inverters are typically located toward the center of
solar projects. Since sound produced by inverters is typically audible by those located in close proximity
to the inverters, setback rules for neighboring properties should ensure that the Project complies with all
applicable noise emission standards.
The Noise Analysis report completed by Kimley Horn in October 2020 found that overall equivalent noise
levels for daytime and nighttime hours do not exceed the Lee County limit of 50 dB(A) for the Project SES
facility as it is located on land designated as Class C (Appendix N).
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4.0

LEE COUNTY SOLAR ORDINANCE (10-15-20)

The proposed Project would generate up to 500 MW and would be constructed within 3,838 acres of
leased land within Lee County. Accordingly, the Project falls under the definition of a SES, as defined in
the Ordinance. Per Section 10-9-1, the Project requires a Special Use Permit since the parcels hosting
Project infrastructure are zoned agricultural (AG1). Prior to construction and operation, the Project would
adhere to, and fully comply with, all provisions of Chapter 10-15-20 of the Lee County Code. Construction
would not commence until the Project has secured both a Special Use Permit and Building Permit. As
discussed above, the Project would also pursue and adhere to any and all applicable state and federal
permits, approvals and agreements.

4.1 Special Use – Design Standards (D1)
Solar Energy Systems (SES) are subject to the following requirements:
A. Foundations: The manufacturer’s engineer or another qualified engineer shall certify that the
foundation and design of the solar panels is within accepted professional standards, given local
soil and climate conditions.
South Dixon would comply with all applicable building and design codes. Final site plans would be
approved and certified by a professional engineer. South Dixon would supply certifications for the solar
panels from the manufacturer’s engineer or another qualified engineer when the Project’s engineering,
procurement, and construction contractor has been finalized.
B. Other Standards and Codes: All solar farms shall be in compliance with any applicable local, state,
and federal regulatory standards and the National Electric Code as amended.
South Dixon would comply with all applicable state and local regulatory standards pertaining to electricity
generation and transmission, as well as the National Electric Code.
C. Power and Communication Lines: Power and communication lines (“lines”) running between banks
of solar panels shall be buried underground except from point of interconnection to existing utilityowned, above ground electrical wires. The Zoning Administrator, when or after granting a building
permit, may grant variances when shallow bedrock, watercourses, or other elements of natural
landscape interfere with the ability to bury lines.
Electric cables connecting solar panel blocks would be buried underground. Within each of the solar panel
blocks, aboveground cabling would be used connecting solar panels. An interconnection gen-tie line is
expected to be installed aboveground connecting the Project-owned substation and utility-owned
switching station at electric transmission line interconnection.
D. Minimum Lot Size: No SES shall be erected on any lot less than two (2) acres in size.
All parcels which would host Project infrastructure are greater than two (2) acres in size.
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E.

Height: Systems, equipment, and structures shall not exceed thirty feet (30’) in height when
ground mounted. Excluding from this height requirement, however, are electrical transmission
lines, utility poles, and other poles and equipment used in connecting a ground-mounted piece of
equipment to an electrical transmission line.

No Project infrastructure components would exceed 30 feet in height.
F. Setbacks: A ground-mounted SES shall have a setback for all equipment excluding fences a
minimum of fifty feet (50’) from the front property line and fifteen feet (15’) from side and rear
property lines in an agricultural district. The SES shall be setback a minimum of three hundred feet
(300’) from the property line of a platted subdivision or other residence that is not in an Ag-1
District. Setbacks for inverters and transformers shall be no less than two hundred feet (200’) from
any residence that is not on property that is permitted under the special use permit. The Zoning
Board of Appeals may recommend granting a variance to any setback requirement if the proposed
or existing buffer is sufficient to screen the SES from view from adjoining property or public rightsof-way or if the owners of the adjoining properties agree to waive these setback requirements.
The Zoning Board of Appeals’ recommendation regarding any variations would be a part of the
Zoning Board of Appeals’ recommendation to the County Board.
The Project would not exceed the Ordinance mandated height restriction of 30 feet. Project facilities
would adhere at a minimum to the Ordinance setback distances of 50 feet from participating landowner
residences, 300 feet from residences that are not zoned AG1, and maintain a 200-foot setback from
inverters and transformers to all residences. Additionally, the Project has incorporated a more protective
lease requirement that ensures wider setbacks from non-participating landowner residences which has
been designed into the Site Plans. In these lease requirements, the Project would maintain a 500-foot
setback from any inverter to the nearest structural portion of any occupied residence located on land
owned by a non-participating landowner, and a 1,000-foot setback to the exterior fence for any Project
substation or utility switching station from the nearest structural portion of any occupied residence
located on land owned by a non-participating landowner.
Additionally, the Project has been designed to provide adequate vegetated buffer screening of the SES
facility from adjacent residences and roadways. The Site Plans have incorporated substantive vegetation
screening buffers along field-verified locations to ensure existing vegetated screening has been adopted
into the Site Plans and proposed planted vegetated buffers shall be used to compensate where existing
buffers are missing. The proposed planted vegetative buffers, which includes planted and existing buffers,
would be in compliance with county code. Proposed planted vegetated buffers shall reach a minimum of
eight (8) feet wide and include two (2) staggered rows of dense evergreen (native) trees or shrubs. The
species and size of planting would be selected so that they reach eight (8) feet in height within three (3)
years of planting.
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G. Security: Knox boxes and keys shall be provided at locked entrances for emergency personnel
access.
The Project would be encircled by a 6-foot tall security fence. Knox boxes (or similar devices) and keys
would be provided at all locked entrances so that emergency personnel would have immediate access to
the facility.
H. Lighting: If lighting is provided at the site, lighting shall be shielded and downcast so that the light
does not spill onto adjacent parcels.
The Project would deploy minimal security lighting. All lighting would be located within or on the security
fencing and would be shielded and downcast to avoid illuminating adjacent parcels.
I.

Noise: Noise levels measured at the property shall not exceed fifty (50) decibels (dBs) (not including
background noise) when located adjacent to an existing residence or residential district.

As discussed in Section 3.2.7 above, the Project would comply with the IPCB’s noise limitations. Since
those limitations are lower than 50 dBs, the Project would also comply with the noise limitations in the
Ordinance.
J.

Glare: solar collectors shall be placed such that concentrated solar radiation or glare does not
project onto nearby structures, roadways, or other areas accessible to the public. The applicant
has the burden of proving that any glare produced does not have significant adverse impact on
neighboring or adjacent uses either through siting or mitigation.

The Glint and Glare study commissioned for the Project shows that there is no potential for glare to impact
adjoining residences, roadways, or nearby airports and associated runways.
K. Signage: An appropriate warning sign shall be provided at the entrance to the facility and along
the perimeter of the SES. The sign at the entrance to the facility shall include the facility’s 911
address and a 24-hour emergency contact number.
The Project would install warning signs displaying emergency contact information at all entrances and
points of access to the facility.
L. Outdoor Storage: Only the outdoor storage of materials, vehicles and equipment that directly
support the operation and maintenance of the SES shall be allowed, except for the outdoor storage
that is otherwise expressly allowed in the zoning district as specified herein. The Zoning
Administrator or his or her designee shall have the discretion to determine whether outdoor
storage complies with this provision.
During construction, the Project would deploy a temporary laydown yard for temporary storage; however,
after construction, the Project would have no permanent outdoor storage areas.
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4.2 Application Requirements - Section E
4.2.1 SES Site Plans with Existing Conditions - Section E1
Existing condition components of the Site Plan are included in this application as Appendices D-K. Site
conditions depicted in the associated figures and tables cover the requirements listed as the following:
A. Existing property lines from the exterior boundaries, including the names of adjacent property
owners and current uses of their properties (Appendix D).
See Site Plans (Appendix D).
B. Existing public and private roads, showing widths of the roads and any associated easements
(Appendix E).
See Transportation Access Plan and Roads Figures.
C. A 2-foot contour map (Appendix F).
See 2-foot Contours Figure and Site Plans.
D. Existing vegetation [list type and % coverage, I.e. cropland, grassland, etc.] (Appendix G).
See Existing Vegetation Figure and supporting Existing Vegetation Exhibit.
The Project’s footprint is comprised of approximately 90.9% row crops, 4.6% grassland/herbaceous, 1.4%
forested/wooded, 2.9% developed, and 0.1% open water.
E. Waterways, streams, and rivers (Appendix H).
See five (5) Water Resources Figures for a map displaying watercourses and wetlands.
F. FEMA FIRM map that shows the property (Appendix I).
See FEMA Floodplain Figure, FIRM Panel Index Figure, and two (2) FIRM panel images.
G. Mapped soils according to the Lee County Soil Survey (Appendix J).
See Soils Figure and the USDA Soil Survey Report for Lee County.
H. Surface water drainage patterns and field tile lines (Appendix K).
See Drainage Figure and the South Dixon Drainage Repair Plan.
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4.2.2 SES Plans - Section E2
See Site Plans for a map depicting the proposed location and spacing of the Project’s solar panel arrays
and other infrastructure. Proposed components of the Project Site Plan are included in this application,
attached as Appendices D and L, that address the requirements listed as the following:
A. Planned location and spacing of the panels.
Refer to Appendix D.
B. Planned location of the access roads and access points.
Refer to Appendix D.
C. Planned location of Lines connecting the SES to POI.
Refer to Appendix D.
D. Planned new electrical equipment other than at the existing building or substation that is to be
the connection point for the SES.
Refer to Appendix D.
E. Weed/grass control. Applicant must submit and adhere to an acceptable weed/grass control plan
for the property inside and outside the fenced area for the entire property.
Refer to Appendix L.
F. Fencing: Perimeter chain linked fencing w/ min height of 6’ shall be installed, maintained and
secured. Fencing shall have appropriate warning signage.
Refer to Appendix D.
G. Landscaping plan shall be submitted which shall incorporate native grasses, flowers, plants which
would provide wildlife and pollinator habitat, soil erosion protection and/or aid in strengthening
the soil structure. This plan shall be for all other areas of the SES that would not interfere with the
solar arrays.
Refer to the Landscape Buffer Exhibit in Appendix L.
4.2.3 SES Manufacturer’s Specifications - Section E3
Applicant shall provide standard manufacturer’s specifications and recommended installation methods for
all major equipment, including solar panels, mounting systems and foundations for poles and racks.
Specifications for the actual equipment to be used in the SES shall be required before a building permit is
issued.
See Manufacturers Specifications (Appendix M).
4.2.4 SES Connection and Interconnection - Section E4
A. A description of the method of connection to the POI.
See Interconnection Feasibility Study (Appendix B).
B. At the time of applying for building permit, applicant shall provide proof that they have entered
into an agreement to sell the power to be generated by the SES.
Proof of the Power Purchase Agreement will be provided to the county prior to applying for the
building permit.
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4.2.5 SES Aviation Protection - Section E5
Anything w/in 500’ of an airport or within approach zones of an airport, applicant shall complete and
provide the results of the SGHAT for the Air traffic Control Tower cab and final approach paths, consistent
with the Interim Policy, FAA Review of Solar Energy projects on Federal Obligated Airports, or most recent
version adopted by the FAA.
As shown in the Project’s Glint and Glare analysis, which deployed the SGHAT tool, found no potential for
glare to impact nearby airports and associated runways (Appendix N).
4.2.6 SES Fire Protection - Section E6
The Emergency Action Plan includes a fire protection plan for the construction and the operation of the
SES facility and emergency access to the Site (Appendix P).
4.2.7 SES Endangered Species and Wetlands - Section E7
Applicant shall initiate a natural resource review with IDNR through the Department’s online EcoCat
Program. Areas reviews through this process would be endangered species and wetlands. Applicant is to
pay for the EcoCat consultation.
See Section 3.1, above, and refer to Appendix Q.
4.2.8 SES Road Use Agreements - Section E8
All routes on either County or Township roads that would be used for construction or maintenance
purposes shall be identified on the site plan. The routing shall be approved by the Lee County Highway
Engineer and the Township Road Commissioners. The applicant shall provide a preconstruction baseline
survey for determining existing road conditions that assesses potential future road damage and provide a
letter of credit or other financial security as required by the Lee County Highway Engineer.
See Transportation Access Plan and Roads Figures (Appendix E).
4.2.9 SES Drainage - Section E9
The applicant shall commit to repairing or restoring all drainage tiles damaged during construction to the
same or better condition as to when construction began. The applicant also shall commit to contact local
drainage districts before beginning construction to locate drainage tile district lines.
The Project would repair drainage tile damaged during construction of the Project in accordance with the
Drainage Tile and Repair Plan (Appendix K) and the AIMA (Appendix U). The Project would also contact
any applicable drainage districts prior to commencement of construction to attempt to locate drainage
tile district lines in accordance with the Drainage Tile and Repair Plan and the AIMA.
A Hydrologic Response of Solar Farms study (Appendix T) has been included as evidence to demonstrate
that solar farms improve site pervious characteristics and reduce offsite runoff and erosion.
4.2.10 SES Durations of Special Use Permit - Section E10
Notwithstanding the provisions of Section l0-2A-3 of the Lee County Code, the Zoning Administrator shall
revoke a special use permit granted for an SES when the use has not been established (substantially
underway) within three (3) years from the date the special use was granted. The County Board may extend
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this three-year period for such time as it shall determine, for good cause and without further hearing
before either the Zoning Board of Appeals or the County Board.
The Project would complete construction of the facility within three (3) years after the date of a special
use permit, if awarded.

4.3 Decommission of the Solar Farm - Section F
Before a building permit can be granted, the applicant must present a decommission plan to ensure that
SES facilities are removed after their useful life. Decommissioning of solar panels must occur in the event
they are not in use for twelve (12) consecutive months. The last day of this twelve (12) month period shall
be considered the termination date. The operating company and/or landowner shall complete
decommissioning of the SES within twelve (12) months of the termination date or the County would
perform decommissioning at the operating company's expense. The decommission plan shall include
provisions and the estimated costs for removal of all structures including equipment, fencing, roads, and
foundations, and shall address the restoration of soil and vegetation and include a plan to ensure financial
resource are available to fully decommission the site. Decommissioning security financing shall be required
to cover the projected cost of decommissioning in order to assure the proper decommissioning of the site
and in no instance shall the financial security be less than one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) per acre. The
preferred method of security financing shall be in the form of this determined monetary amount placed in
the County escrow account. The County Board may, in its sole discretion, agree to accept security, or a
portion thereof, in the form of a security bond. An update to the decommissioning plan shall be submitted
to the Zoning Administrator every three (3) years.
a. The Decommissioning plan shall provide for the removal of the following w/in 12 months of the
termination of the SES.
i. All solar collectors and components, above-ground improvements, and outside storage;
ii. Foundations, pads, and underground electrical wires so as to reclaim all sites to the depth of 6
feet below the surface;
iii. Hazardous materials shall be disposed of in accordance with federal and state law; and
iv. Any earth disturbance resulting from the removal of the ground mounted solar panels must be
graded and reseeded.
The South Dixon Solar Project would comply with regulations set forth in the applicable section of this
title (Appendix R).

4.4 Off Street Parking - Section G
Any off-street parking or loading shall be addressed in accordance with regulations set-forth in the
applicable section of this title.
Off-street parking for five (5) parking spaces would be provided at the O&M building to support full-time
employees (Appendix D).
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4.5 Signs - Section H
All signage shall comply with the regulations set forth in the applicable section of this title.

4.6 Inspections - Section I
The Zoning Administrator or his/her representative shall have the right, at any reasonable time, to enter,
in the company of the owner, operator, or his agent, the premises on which the SES has been constructed
to inspect all part of said SES installation and require that repairs and alteration be made within thirty (30)
days if, in his/her judgement, there exists a deficiency in the structural stability of the SES.
The South Dixon Solar Project would comply with this requirement.

4.7 Liability Insurance - Section J
The Owner or operator of the SES shall maintain a current general liability policy covering bodily injury and
property damage and naming Lee County as an additional insured with limits of at least two million dollars
($2,000,000.00) per occurrence and five million dollars ($5,000,000.00) in the aggregate with a deductible
of no more than five thousand dollars ($5,000.00).
The South Dixon Solar Project would comply with this requirement.

4.8 Administration and Enforcement - Section K
Before obtaining a building permit, the operating company shall at its expense coordinate, with the Zoning
Administrator to develop a system for logging and investigating complaints related to the SES.
Before submitting an application for a building permit, the Project would work with the Zoning
Administrator to develop a system for logging and investigating complaints about the Project.

4.9 Land Evaluation Site Assessment System - Section L
The land evaluation site assessment (LESA) system is used by Lee County as the primary method for
determining the location of rural development. The LESA system does not, however, prevent the siting of
an SES because the harvesting of solar energy is not compatible with agriculture. The Lee County Board
must not follow the LESA system blindly, but rather, must base its zoning and rezoning decisions on the
totality of circumstances that arise in each case. Furthermore, in assessing the impact of the LESA score
on requests for a special use, Lee County should determine whether the requested use is:
1. Exempted by 5 Illinois Compiled Statutes 5/5-12001;
2. Exempted by other statutory provisions;
3. A bona fide agricultural use; a use the Lee County Board deems to be a trivial encroachment
that does not interfere with agricultural use or;
4. Desirable public Policy. (Ord. 12-17-002, 12-19-2017)
A copy of the NRI application is included in Appendix V. The Lee County SWCD written NRI report with
LESA score would be provided prior to or at the first public hearing.
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5.0

LEE COUNTY GENERAL ZONING CODE PROVISIONS
5.1 Chapter 15: Performance Standards (10-4-10)

Noises, odors, excessive lighting, waste disposal, dust and agricultural debris dispersion and other
environmental problems are inherent in agricultural activities and should be tolerated to the maximum
extent in agricultural districts limited only by the public good, safety and welfare; county health and
nuisance regulations; state statutes, EPA and DNR regulations. Section 10-15-2, “Vibration”; 10-15-6,
“Electromagnetic Radiation”; 10-15-8, “Fire and Explosion”; 10-15-12, “Hazardous Materials”; 10-15-14;
“Signal Receiving Antennas (Satellite Dishes)”; 10-15-15, “Wind Energy Systems”; 10-15-16 “Swimming
Pools”; 10-15-17, “Manufactured Housing”, 10-15-18, “Communication Towers” of this title shall apply
where applicable.
5.1.1 Light (10-15-1)
The Purpose of this section is to regulate the spillover of light and glare on operators of motor vehicles,
pedestrians and land uses in the vicinity of a light source in order to promote traffic safety, maintain
security and increase the use of energy efficient sources. If is also the intention of this section to prevent
the creation of nuisances resulting from lighting and poorly shielded or inappropriately directed lighting
fixtures.
See Section 4.1 - H for a discussion of light, and Section 4.1 - J for a discussion of glare.
5.1.2 Vibration (10-15-2)
No activity or operation shall cause or create earth borne vibrations in excess of the displacement values
provided by Lee County.
The Project would not generate vibrations beyond the security fencing surrounding the Project’s footprint.
5.1.3 Noise (10-15-3)
All noise shall be muffled so as not to be objectionable due to intermittence, beat frequency or shrillness.
In no event shall the sound pressure level of noise radiated continuously from a facility excess at the lot
line of the subject property the values given in Table A of this section as measured by, at the minimum, a
type 2 sound meter that is in compliance with ANSI standard S1.4-1983 where said lot abuts property
within any residential, office, commercial district or the planned industrial district.
See Section 4.1 - I for a discussion about the Project’s compliance with the IPCB’s noise limitations.
5.1.4 Air Pollution (10-15-4)
The Purpose of this section is to regulate the creation of air pollution, which adversely affects adjoining
lots or properties in order to prevent the creation of nuisances and to promote the general welfare of the
public.
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The Project would not generate any air emissions or air pollution. The Project would generate pollutionfree electricity.
5.1.5 Odor (10-15-5)
The Purpose of this section is to regulate the creation of odor which adversely affects adjoining lots or
properties in order to prevent the creation of nuisances and to promote the general welfare of the public.
The Project would not generate any odors. The Project would generate electricity with no combustion of
any kind.
5.1.6 Electromagnetic Radiation (10-15-6)
The purpose of this section is to regulate the creation of electromagnetic radiation (EMR), which adversely
affects adjoining lots or properties in order to prevent the creation of nuisances and to promote the general
welfare of the public.
Electromagnetic radiation (EMR), also referred to as electromagnetic fields (EMF), are natural energy
fields located around any electrical device including most household appliances, cell phones, and electric
distribution and transmission lines. While some levels of EMR are inherently present directly around the
project’s electric collection lines and transformers, these would be setback from adjoining lots or buried
underground. As a result, there is no negative health impact from the EMF produced in solar farms. Please
refer to the NC State paper in Appendix P for further analysis showing “no negative health impacts from
the EMF produced in a solar farm.”
5.1.7 Glare and Heat (10-15-7)
The Purpose of this section is to regulate the creation of glare or heat which adversely affects adjoining
lots or properties in order to prevent the creation of nuisances and to promote the general public welfare.
The solar panels that would be installed on the project have an anti-reflective coating that minimizes glare
to adjoining lots or properties. A glare study has been completed for the project which also shows no
negative impacts (Appendix N). Temperatures directly within the solar array could vary up to a few
degrees higher than ambient temperature, however, this temperature rise is contained within the project
array and is mitigated through the planting of vegetation under the solar panels. No adverse effects from
heat would affect adjoining lots or properties in compliance with 10-15-7.
5.1.8 Fire and Explosion (10-15-8)
The purpose of this section is to regulate the creation of fire and/or explosions, which adversely affects
adjoining lots or properties in order to prevent the creation of nuisances and to promote the general
welfare of the public.
The Project would always comply with the National Electric Code and all other applicable state and local
electric codes and standards. Accordingly, any risks associated with fire should be minimal. Because the
Project does not rely on any combustion activity to generate electricity, the risk of any explosion occurring
is de minimis. In any event, refer to the Emergency Action Plan for details (Appendix P).
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5.1.9 Toxic or Noxious Material (10-15-9)
The Purpose of this section is to regulate the handling of toxic or noxious material which adversely affects
adjoining lots or properties in order to prevent the creation of nuisances and to promote the general
welfare of the public.
The Project would generate electricity without combustion and without producing any emissions. As a
result, the Project would not generate any toxic or noxious materials.
5.1.10 Waste Material (10-15-10)
The Purpose of this section is to regulate the handling of waste material which adversely affects adjoining
lots or properties in order to prevent the creation of nuisances and to promote the general welfare of the
public.
The Project would generate electricity without combustion and without producing any emissions. As a
result, the Project would not generate waste materials.
5.1.11 Exterior Construction Material (10-15-11)
The Purpose of this section is to regulate the use of certain exterior construction materials so as to attain
a degree of uniformity in exterior appearance, and thus maintain and enhance the attractiveness and
property value of buildings and structured in specified districts.
Project-related structures would be constructed of materials necessary to maintain uniformity in the
exterior appearance as required under this code.
5.1.12 Hazardous Materials (10-15-12)
The purpose of this section is to provide information to the county regarding the nature of land uses, which
involve research, production, storage, disposal, handling and/or shipment of hazardous materials.
Operation of the Project would not produce any hazardous materials nor will the Project use any
hazardous materials to generate electricity.
5.1.13 Airport Hazard Controls (Approach Elevation Restrictions) (10-15-13)
See provisions on file in the County (Ord. 06-05-002, 6-21-2005).
5.1.14 Signal Receiving Antennas (Satellite Dishes) (10-15-14)
This section regulating the placement of signal receiving antennas (including roof mounted antennas
which are greater than 15 feet and satellite dishes which are greater than 18 inches) is adopted to: provide
uniform regulation of all signal receiving devices; Secure placement of such antennas in an aesthetically
sensitive manner while allowing users reasonable reception of signals; Protect the public from injury from
antennas that are inadequately mounted, unduly susceptible to wind pressure, improperly installed and
wired, or are placed on structures insufficiently designed or constructed to safely support the antenna; and
Provide for placement of such antennas in locations that preserve access to rear property areas by
firefighting apparatus and emergency personnel.
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Not Applicable.
5.1.15 Wind Energy Systems (10-15-15)
Not Applicable.
5.1.16 Swimming Pools (10-15-16)
Not Applicable.
5.1.17 Manufactured Housing (10-15-17)
Not Applicable.
5.1.18 Communication Towers (10-15-18)
Not Applicable.
5.1.19 Recycling (10-15-19)
Not Applicable.
5.1.20 Solar Energy Systems (10-15-20)
See Section 3.0 (above).
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6.0

CONCLUSION

South Dixon Solar respectfully requests consideration of its application to construct and operate an up to
500-MW ground-mounted SES in the South Dixon Township. The South Dixon Solar Project, if approved,
would represent a substantial investment in Lee County, and it would pay approximately $43,000,000 in
property taxes to Lee County and applicable taxing jurisdictions over the life of the Project. The Project
also has potential to create hundreds of construction jobs during the construction phase and five (5) to
ten (10) new full-time jobs during the operations phase. Finally, the Project would supply clean, pollutionfree electricity to businesses and homes in Lee County and surrounding communities.
South Dixon Solar submits its Application satisfying, or would satisfy, all requirements set in the Ordinance
and all other applicable provisions in the Lee County Zoning Code. South Dixon Solar therefore respectfully
requests that the Lee County Board grant its Application and issue a SUP to the South Dixon Solar Project.
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